Dolby Voice Room

Exceptional video conferencing that’s also effortless

Dolby Voice® Room combines high-end features in a surprisingly affordable video conferencing solution that’s easy for participants to use and for IT to manage. Seamlessly integrated with leading service providers BlueJeans and Highfive, it flexes to people and places to give everyone an amazingly natural and productive meeting experience.

**Excellent audio, enhanced video**

Dolby Voice Room cancels out distracting noise and optimizes voice levels to let everyone speak more naturally. Intelligent video features adjust to people and lighting in the room, so remote participants can follow the action.

**Easy for participants, efficient for IT**

Easily start and manage meetings from the conference room, and share your screen from anywhere. IT can save time with simplified setup and deployment tools, and remotely monitor, diagnose, and troubleshoot components.
Dolby Voice Room solves the video conferencing problems everyone faces by delivering a dramatically better experience, while also being easy to use for both end users and IT.

Dolby has engineered a solution that provides high-end video conferencing capabilities at a reasonable price. Video conferencing with Dolby Voice Room needs only three easy-to-use integrated components: the Dolby® Conference Phone, camera, and hub. Dolby Voice Room runs a hardened purpose-built OS, conforms to enterprise-grade security requirements, and uses HTTPS and SSH with SHA256 digital certificates.

**Reads the room**

Dolby Voice Room intelligently adjusts to lighting, motion, acoustics, and voices in different kinds of rooms to give everyone, including remote participants, a great experience.

**Stay focused**

A 4K wide-angle camera and HDR video mapping adjust to lighting and changing regions of interest, such as people moving in the room or using whiteboards, to give everyone a clear and well-framed view of the meeting.

**Speak freely**

With dynamic leveling technology that adjusts for soft and distant voices — even in rooms with challenging acoustics — Dolby Voice Room lets everyone speak more naturally, with less background noise, fewer distractions, and stunning clarity.

**Works with you**

Flexible mounting options allow the camera and hub to adapt to virtually any room or conference setup: mount one or both on a TV, a table, or a nearby surface.